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socrative
Socrative is a smart student response system that empowers teachers to engage their classrooms through a series of educational exercises and games via smartphones, laptops, and tablets.
HOW DO YOU START WITH ‘SOCRATIVE?’

2 OPTIONS:

A) www.socrative.com

B) INSTALL THE APP
   - student
   - teacher
Engage the class

Socratic is a smart student response system that empowers teachers to engage their classrooms through a series of educational exercises and games via smartphones, laptops, and tablets.

Watch the video | Learn more

Get started now!
Enter your details below:
We hate spam too. We won’t share your address!

E-mail:

Password:

Tip: After you register, try to demo Socratic. Open another laptop or smartphone and go to m.socratic.com

Create Account

By logging in you are agreeing to our Terms and Privacy Policy
you only need

- e-mailaddress
- name
- roomnumber
create a quiz/test
RESULTS
Learning Apps

* LearningApps.org is a Web 2.0 application, to support learning and teaching processes with small interactive modules.

* Blocks (called Apps) included for this reason no specific framework or a specific learning scenario. The blocks are therefore not to be seen as complete lessons or tasks, instead they must be embedded in an appropriate teaching scenario.
Those modules can be used directly in learning materials, but also for self studying. The aim is to collect reusable building blocks and make them available to everyone.

You start on: www.LearningApps.org
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How we use the iPad in our school

- Search for information
  - Surf on the internet
  - iBooks
  - Youtube
  - Read newspapers for kids

- Create
  - Comic books
  - Trickfotography
  - Create your own Avatar to represent you in the digital world
  - Stop Motion

- Show
  - Use Explain Everything to make instruction movies
  - Popplet
  - Do research and make your own books in iBooks
  - Let famous persons spread your word with Morfo
  - Blog – information for parents
Save
  - iFiles
  - Dropbox

- Communicate
  - Skype
  - Facebook
  - Mail

- Practice
  - Language – Ruzzle
  - Science – Kiddo Atlas
  - Brain training – Unblock me, Flow free
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**Quiz**

Klik op de afbeelding en spoel de quiz!
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Tutorial for my first book
Let's create a book with the Book Writer. The app is available in the AppStore for less then 3€.
All you need is an idea, some photos and some skills for editing.
All equipment is in your hand. Make the photos with your iPad camera.
This book was made for
the summer school in Dublin 2014
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http://vs-gutenberg.at